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About This Game

A rogue AI has overtaken a weapons research and manufacturing facility, randomly shuffling and, in it's own words,
"refactoring" the facility. It is your job to go in and shut it down.

Protogenesis features a more accurate representation of firearms handling, including multi-step reloading, and screen-space
aiming. The level is randomly generated during play and players have a phisicaly based inventory system. Players get rewarded

in game credits for destroying targets found in the level that they can then use to purchase more magazines and ammo. The
game also features a firing range so players can practice aiming and judging distances outside of the level before entering the

level proper.
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Title: Protogenesis
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Dark Sigma Studios
Publisher:
Dark Sigma Studios
Release Date: 11 Apr, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 64 bit 8.1

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 470 GTX or AMD Radeon 6870 HD series card or higher

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 729 MB available space

Sound Card: NVIDIA high definition audio

English
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Early Access coming this March! (Updated):
Hey everyone, we've got some exciting news!

Development on Heroes of Fortunia is constantly progressing, and thus comes the time where we are ready for you to help us
make this game as great as it can possibly be.

Therefore, we've decided to open the floodgates for everyone to try out the game and give us their feedback & suggestions, by
moving Heroes of Fortunia to Early Access at the end of March.

The Early Access version of the game will feature a number of minions, traps & monsters for you to play with, and as with the
first closed test, everything will be unlocked from the start.

You'll be able to test & evaluate everything, and play the game as we develop it. More information will follow soon!

Edit: The confirmed date for Early Access release is now April 2019. A bit later than we've hoped, but sometimes things happen
that are out of our control. Regardless, we hope you stay tuned and remain excited!. Version 0.5.0 is approaching!:
Heroes of Fortunia version 0.5.0 is going to be released within the next week. This version will bring a number of performance
& stability upgrades, heroic abilities when attacking another dungeon, edit mode & replay improvements, a couple of new
minions & traps, as well as a number of balance changes & bugfixes.

Note that replays recorded on 0.4.2 and below will not be compatible with the new version, and will thus be removed from your
attack log.

Furthermore, defenses that have been published in 0.4.2 and below will need to be re-validated before being able to be found in
ranked play. (you will still be able to attack freely however)

IMPORTANT: If you have a defense you are currently working on, but haven't published it yet, it will be removed from the
server once the new version goes live, so make sure to publish it in time!. The Wizard enters the dungeon! Version 0.4.0
Patch Notes:
Hey everyone,

the latest version of Heroes of Fortunia, update 0.4.0 is now live. Be sure to download it in order to keep playing. This update
adds the Wizard as the third playable hero, a new game mode, as well as some other changes. Below you will find a full list.

New Features. Version 0.5.1: Hotfix update.:
Heroes of Fortunia version 0.5.1 is now live. Be sure to update the game through Steam to keep playing.

This update fixes some issues that 0.5.0 brought with itself, as well as tweak a few things here and there. We are expecting to
release a second hotfix, 0.5.2, within the next few days after we collect more data from you.

Hero/Component Changes. Coming Soon: Heroes of Fortunia version 0.3.0!:
Heroes of Fortunia's newest update, version 0.3.0, will be released soon. This update will bring ranked mode, along with player
leaderboards, as well as some new traps and a number of balance changes and bugfixes. The main focus is on fixing and
improving issues mentioned to us via the forums and the in-game feedback form.

We will post detailed patch notes once the update goes live.

Replays recorded on the current version 0.2.1 won't be compatible with 0.3.0, and therefore your replay log will be cleared once
the new version goes live.

We'd like to use this opportunity to thank everyone who has provided feedback & suggestions for this update, either via the
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community forums or the in-game feedback form. Please continue to do so as it is a great help!. The Most Heroic Update -
Version 0.5.0 is now live!:
Hey everyone,

the long awaited 0.5.0 update for Heroes of Fortunia is now live. This update brings a number of big changes & new content
with it, but first we need to go over some important information!

 The currently running challenge, "Deadly Navigation", has come to a premature end as we release this update.

 The currently running leaderboard season has come to an end (more info below)

 Replays from 0.4.2 and below are not compatible with 0.5.0, and thus your attack log has been cleared.

With that out of the way, let's get into this update's new features!

Biggest Changes
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